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Rediscover
the Joy of
Giving

GIVE THE GIFT
OF ADVENTURE
page 4

Share the gift of joy this holiday season.
Holiday gift giving is the perfect opportunity to say thank you
to employees, clients and partners, to show appreciation
for their support all year long.
Our holiday assortment will make a lasting impression with
thoughtfully designed, distinctive, trend-right products and
a cultivated selection of products by well-known and trusted
brands. We make it easy for you to help your customers
find that perfect gift for everyone on their list.

WRAP UP A
LITTLE SELF-CARE

MASTER THE
BUSINESS OF GIVING

page 30

page 40

PRODUCT FEATURE ICONS Easily find products and discover the latest trends and features that meet your needs.
GIVE BACK

Feel good about making the world a bit better
by selecting products from companies that
contribute funds to charitable efforts.
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SUSTAINABLE

Make a difference with products
that are eco-friendly and use natural
and renewable resources.

PERSONALIZE

Personalization allows you to customize products with the
recipient's name or initials and is a memorable addition to
your decoration, or as the decoration by itself.

THOUGHTFUL GIFTS
TO ENTERTAIN

CELEBRATE
THE FOODIES

page 16

page 22

GIFTS JUST RIGHT
FOR THE HOLIDAYS

SMART BUYS
FOR THE SEASON

page 50

Under $15 US / Under $20 CAD : page 56

2021 TRENDS

Discover the latest trends that our in-house design team
has been busy researching and developing to bring relevant,
distinctive designs as we all move together with purpose.

CO-UP
Be the solution. Stand up
together to make the world a
better place.

CURATE
Cultivating holistic and
inspiring spaces that embolden
well-being and connectivity.

NAVIGATE
Connecting with nature to
explore, discover and nourish
mind, body and soul.
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Ideal Gifts for the
Everyday Explorer
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GIVE THE GIFT
OF ADVENTURE

NEW

Cuisinart® Venture
Portable Gas Grill

Adventurer meets entertainer with the easy
to use, portable grill that boasts a wooden lid
designed to double as a chopping or
cheese board.
101071-610 Red
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NEW

Cuisinart® 14" Charcoal Grill

Grill on-the-go with this compact and
lightweight solution that features 150 square
inches of cooking, perfect for camping,
tailgating or at home.
101072-001 Black
101072-610 Red
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Taking it Easy
NEW COLORS ADDED

Sebago Packable
Hammock

Take comfort to the great
outdoors with this travelfriendly hammock that sets
up and down in seconds.
3987 Black & Seattle Grey
3988 Navy & Tradewinds
3989 Currant & Brick Red

NAVIGATE
TREND

NEW

NEW

Anker® Soundcore Mini 3
Pro Bluetooth® Speaker

Anker® Soundcore Select
Pro Bluetooth® Speaker

They'll take the party in their pocket
and make a big splash, with 360°
ear-dazzling audio squeezed into
a small, waterproof speaker.

Pump up the volume on any gathering
with this waterproof outdoor speaker
designed for distortion-free stereo
sound, even at high volumes.

101100-001 Black

101101-001 Black
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NEW COLOR ADDED

MiiR® Vacuum Insulated
Wide Mouth Bottle - 20 oz.

Wide mouth opening makes it easy to clean
and add ice cubes. Keeps drinks hot up
to 12 hours and cold up to 24 hours.
100275-009 Black Powder
100275-018 Black Speckle
100275-104 White Powder
100275-120 Basal
100275-458 Home
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The Perfect
Drinking
Companions
NEW COLOR ADDED

MiiR® Vacuum Insulated
Camp Cup - 12 oz.

Make campfire memories a little warmer
with a modern take on grandpa’s old camp
cup. Great for coffee, tea or their favorite
hot or cold drink.
100273-009 Black Powder
100273-018 Black Speckle
100273-104 White Powder
100273-120 Basal
100273-458 Home
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Everything
They Need
Igloo® Maddox XL Cooler

Leave nothing behind on the next outing! With
a clever fold-open lid and multiple compartments,
dual grab handles for easy carrying and a built-in
bottle opener, it’s everything they'll need in one
sleek design. 42 can capacity.
100402-001 Black
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Slowtide Camp Blanket

Finally, a blanket made for the great outdoors!
The Polar Fleece Camp Blanket is soft, plush and
cozy on one side and completely durable and
water-repellent on the other. These blankets are
made from 100% recycled post-consumer waste
primarily using plastic bottles transformed into
premium polyester fibers.

100988-988
Valen

100988-997
Bunker

Slowtide Fleece Blanket

Help them stay cozy all year long and feel good about
wrapping themselves in comfort. These fleece blankets are
made from 100% recycled post-consumer waste primarily
using plastic bottles transformed into premium polyester
fibers. Each one is certified through Global Recycle Standard,
which applies to the full supply chain, addressing traceability,
environmental principles, social requirements and labeling.

100986-117
Yukon White

100986-488
Temple

100986-932
Yukon Red

100986-994
Paisley Park Black

100986-998
Hayden
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Get Out There
D

A

C
B
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D
NEW

Renegade Holdall Tote

A hardworking tote to take them on
their next off-road adventure, with
clever grommet details to allow dirt
and debris to fall out when needed.
100886-001 Black
100886-125 Tradewinds

NAVIGATE
TREND

A

B

C

NEW

NEW

NEW

Renegade Convertible
Zippered Pouch

Renegade Box Cooler XL

Renegade
Weekender Duffel

A zippered pouch designed to tuck
into bigger bags or to carry on its
own with an adjustable and removable
shoulder strap.
100888-001 Black
100888-125 Tradewinds

NAVIGATE
TREND

Take it to the wild-side with this
easy-to-clean cooler made with
tarpaulin material and built-in
grommets. 50 can capacity.
100885-001 Black
100885-125 Tradewinds

NAVIGATE
TREND

The weekend duffel with a
rugged attitude, it’s easy to carry,
easy to clean and easy to love.
100887-001 Black
100887-125 Tradewinds

NAVIGATE
TREND
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NEW

NEW

Aspen RealTree®
Deluxe Box Cooler

Summit RealTree®
Deluxe Backpack Cooler

100883-242 RealTree® Edge

100884-242 RealTree® Edge

A fresh spin on a true classic, this is
the only camo pattern engineered to
disrupt the human form at a distance.
30 can capacity.

NAVIGATE
TREND
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Stay concealed when the hunt gets
close with this backpack cooler
engineered for the serious outdoor
enthusiast. 36 can capacity.

NAVIGATE
TREND

NEW

Osprey® Daylite® Cinch

The top-loading cinch pack that’s just right for quick
errands, day hikes and afternoons at the beach. Built
with an eye toward sustainability using high-quality
bluesign®approved recycled fabrics, GRS-certified
recycled nylon and a PFC-free DWR coating.
100963-001 Black
100963-409 Wave Blue

Sold in US only
NAVIGATE
TREND

NEW

Osprey® Daylite®
Expandable Travel Pack 26+6

Leave nothing behind with the lightweight travel pack
that expands to fit every little thing they need, from
toiletries to tablets. This pack is sustainably made
from bluesign® approved recycled materials with
a PFC-free DWR treatment that sheds moisture.
100969-001 Black

Sold in US only
NAVIGATE
TREND
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THOUGHTFUL GIFTS
TO ENTERTAIN

NEW

CORKCICLE® Ice Bucket

The ice-storage party favorite on everyone’s bucket list,
designed to keep beverages ice cold for up to 48 hours.
101068-070 Gunmetal
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Everyone Loves
to be Entertained

NEW

CORKCICLE® Stemless Flute

Lose the stem but not the style with the classic
7 oz. flute engineered to keep wine cool.
101069-070 Gunmetal
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NEW

La Cuisine Charcuterie & Pizza Board
Inspired by the love of a French charcuterie,
this round board serves up pizza or appetizers
beautifully. Made from Acacia wood, a natural,
renewable material.
101148-214 Wood

Beautiful & Functional
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NEW

La Cuisine
Charcuterie Board

They'll elevate their charcuterie
with this hand-crafted board
made of gorgeous acacia wood,
a natural, renewable material.
This board has as much
functionality as it does beauty.
101147-214 Wood

NEW

Cheers To You Lush
Spiced Wine Mix

Create a warm memory with a little
nibble and a delightful spiced wine
mix made of a bouquet of fragrant
citrus and spice. Pair with a decorated
stemless wine tumbler for an even
more perfect gift.

W&P Bartender's Knife

The cocktail connoisseur will appreciate
the craftsmanship of this hardwood
polished brass and steel knife. Peel, slice
and pick your ingredients with a multipurpose blade that comes with a natural
sharpening stone to keep your cuts
precise, every time.
100512-047 Stainless Steel

101024-101 Natural
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NEW COLORS ADDED

W&P Peak Popcorn Popper

Can’t get enough of those crunchy kernels?
Inspired by movie marathons and midnight
snacks, this collapsible popcorn bowl provides the
immediate satisfaction of microwave popcorn
in an eco-friendly, waste-free format.
100373-001 Black
100373-100 White
100373-410 Navy
100373-610 Red

NEW COLORS ADDED

Movie Night Gourmet Popcorn Gift Set
Nothing beats popcorn to keep their POP-ularity at an
all-time high. This tote is packed with fun and flavor; GMO
Project Verified kernels with multiple seasonings are sure
to please any craving.
100349-100 White • 100349-101 Natural
100349-410 Navy • 100349-610 Red
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A Little Get Together

NEW

Carson Bluetooth® Speaker
A one-touch bass/treble button
enhances the listening experience while
streaming music from a smartphone,
tablet or any Bluetooth enabled device.
101132-001 Black

NEW

Everly Bluetooth® Speaker

Using a smartphone, tablet or any Bluetooth
capable device, take the party with you with
this mini but mighty speaker.
101131-100 White
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Thoughtfully Crafted
for Discerning Palettes
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CELEBRATE
THE FOODIES

NEW

Cuisinart® 36 Piece
Backyard BBQ Tool Set

Leave nothing unturned by giving
the most comprehensive and complete
BBQ tool set on the market.
101073-047 Black
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Delightful &
Delicious Gift Sets
NEW

Cuisinart® Grill'n
& Chill'n Gift Set

A fun gift bundle for anyone that
appreciates delicious BBQ and
deserves a little downtime!
101150-262 Kraft

NEW

Cuisinart® BBQ Pit
Master Gift Set

For BBQ Pit Masters everywhere,
all the tools, seasonings, and sauce
they’ll need to up their grilling game.
101155-001 Black
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Burger Night Gift Set

There is nothing more All-American than
a great burger. The Cuisinart® XL BBQ Spatula,
ideal for lifting multiple burgers at a time, will
become a favorite cooking tool. This mouth-watering
gift of seasoning will take them on a flavorful
journey through American, Mediterranean
and Cuban cuisine.
101089-001 Black
101089-101 Natural
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Family Pizza Night
Gift Set

No need to head to the Windy City
for classic pizza—DIY it at home! This
Chicago Classic Pizza kit contains
the sauce and Chili, Herbalicious and
Really Cheesy Pizza Seasonings for a
delicious pizza, just add the dough.
101017-001 Black
101017-101 Natural

Taco Night Gift Set

Taco Tuesday just took the week by
storm! This gift tote is packed with
everything they'll need to make taco
night a foodie favorite. Serve them up
in style with an appetizer set complete
with a slate tray and three
porcelain dishes sized just
right for toppings.
100579-101 Natural
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Make Every Moment
a Celebration

NEW COLORS ADDED

What's Pop'N Gourmet
Popcorn Gift Set

Make movie night special again with this gourmet
popcorn gift set. Foodies and movie fans will both
appreciate this delightfully tasty and crunchy treat,
made from White Gold popcorn kernels.
100667-001 Black
100667-100 White
100667-410 Navy
100667-610 Red
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NEW

Bushwick Kitchen Bees Knees
Honey Trio Gift Set

Create a buzz by sending a gift designed to wake
their taste buds with a trio of Salted, Spicy and
Meyer Lemon honey!
100715-001 Black • 100715-101 Natural

Add a little spice to your day!
ALSO AVAILABLE:

Bushwick Kitchen Bees Knees
Spicy Trio Gift Set
100716-001 Black • 100716-101 Natural
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NEW

Moleskine® Passion
Journal – Recipe

The journal designed for the
serious home chef! Capture
every favorite recipe and browse
a pantry-full of helpful food
facts and tips along the way.
100979-612 Scarlet Red

Moleskine® Passion Journal – Wine

The Wine Journal is designed to uniquely record all
the vintages they've had the pleasure of sampling. Six
sections allow them to focus their attention on Sparkling,
White, Rosé, Red, Fortified/Sweet Wine and Spirits.
100223-607 Bordeaux Red
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Versatile & Sustainable

30

WRAP UP A
LITTLE SELF-CARE

Slowtide Throw Blanket

These 100% cotton Turkish towels are the
perfect grab-and-go solution for any destination.
Pretty enough to use as a throw, but practical and
roomy enough to use as a beach blanket. Ultra
lightweight Turkish style chambray with beautiful
fringe and hem detailing. Slowtide uses sustainably
sourced cotton through the Cotton LEADS program,
which offers manufacturers, brands and retailers a
reliable supply chain solution and confidence that all
raw material is sustainably produced.

CO-UP
TREND

100990-990
Dylan

100990-996
River
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Mood Changers

Luxe Faux Fur Throw Blanket

Wrap them in luxurious softness with this
oversized, faux fur throw packaged in a gift
box. The short, dense faux fur brings a modern
sensibility to this beautiful blanket—it not only
redefines cozy, but looks great draped over a
sofa or armchair!
100960-055 Grey

Serenity Plush Throw Blanket

Soft, silky and oh-so-cozy, this throw is perfect
for everyone in any season. This throw is as
practical as it is pretty, with easy-care fabric
that is fully machine washable and comes
packaged in a gift box.
100284-001 Black
100284-055 Grey
100284-292 Sand
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NEW

Backcountry
Insulated Blanket

Lightweight enough to carry on the
next adventure, this blanket with its
insulated quilted design provides
comfort whether spending a night out
under the stars or around a campfire
at home on a crisp night.
101176-799 Navy
101176-973 Tradewinds

NAVIGATE
TREND

NEW

Aviana™ Cambridge
Tea For One Set

This clever little tea set stacks neatly
for compact storage and is just the
right size for one perfect cup of tea.
101061-001 Black
101061-100 White

CURATE
TREND
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NEW

Well Being Gourmet Gift Set
Send them to their happy place with
a gift set that includes a ceramic mug,
honey, delicious sugar cookies and
a flight of organic feel-good tea temples
that are designed to promote calmness
and well-being.
100717-083 Grey Marble
100717-464 Blue Watermark

Cozy, Relaxing,
Pampering Gifts
Happy Daylight Desk Lamp

Lift their mood with a daily dose of
sunshine with the desk lamp designed
to mimic the glory of daylight. Features
3 colors of light (white, natural and warm)
and an automatic timer to keep them
energized and focused wherever
they work.
100928-100 White
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Take Five & Revive Kit

Moment of Calm Gift Set

101175-262 Kraft

101000-262 Kraft

What better gift than the gift of relaxation.
This kit combines the R&R Eye Mask designed
for meditation or a refreshing pause and the R&R
Sound Machine that offers 24 various sounds to
support a relaxing environment.

Help them relax in the comfort of their own home.
Designed to induce relaxation and relieve stress,
this gift set includes the R&R Eye Mask, R&R Sound
Machine and the Lavender Modern Sprout Indoor
Herb Garden Kit.

NEW

Brooks Bluetooth®
Earbuds

Tiny, tuckable earbuds designed
to skip music tracks, take a call
mid-playlist and keep them
humming on the go.
101190-001 Black

NEW

Anker® Soundcore Life Note E True
Wireless Bluetooth® Earbuds
For clearer calls and better streaming, each earbud
has a beamforming mic to reduce unwanted
background noise.
101104-001 Black
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Treat
Them Well
Modern Sprout® Seek Peace
Take Care Kit - Lavender

When the world gets to be too much, this beautiful
gift gives back. Thoughtfully curated to help calm and
encourage peace, this gift set includes lavender seeds
and grow kit, a lavender essential oil roller and a
meditation hourglass.
100897-683 Seek Peace

CURATE
TREND

Modern Sprout® Find Balance
Take Care Kit - Aloe

Modern Sprout® Shine Bright
Take Care Kit - Sunflower

100896-703 Find Balance

100898-801 Shine Bright Sunflower

Bring a little balance back to their life with this thoughtful gift
set designed to nurture nature and well-being. They'll love the
relaxing scent of the lemongrass and sage diffuser and enjoy
growing this soothing aloe sprout in any sunny windowsill.

CURATE
TREND
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Shine a little light with this gift set designed to brighten their
day. Start off with a mood lightening at-home spa day, with a
vegan honey and turmeric sugar scrub, followed by an organic
citrus and sunflower face mist and a brilliant sunflower grow kit.

CURATE
TREND

Beekman 1802® Honey & Orange
Blossom Soap & Lotion Gift Set
Treat hands with love and care with Beekman
Hand & Body Wash and Lotion. In farm-fresh
botanical scents they'll love, these products are
made with the simplest, cleanest and best
ingredients found in nature.
100893-226 Bronze

Sold in US only

Soapbox® Healthy Hands Gift Set
Gently cleanse, refresh and soothe hard-working
hands with these thoughtfully crafted, naturally
derived products. Soapbox liquid soaps are
vegan, paraben free, cruelty free, EDTA free,
silicone free and made without artificial colors.

Natural Pouch:
100629-S01 with Citrus & Peach Rose
100629-S02 with Coconut Milk & Sandalwood
100629-S03 with Sea Minerals & Blue Iris
100629-S04 with Meyer Lemon & Tea Leaves

Navy Pouch:
100629-S12 with Citrus & Peach Rose
100629-S13 with Coconut Milk & Sandalwood
100629-S14 with Sea Minerals & Blue Iris
100629-S15 with Meyer Lemon & Tea Leaves

Black Pouch:
100629-S08 with Citrus & Peach Rose
100629-S09 with Coconut Milk & Sandalwood
100629-S10 with Sea Minerals & Blue Iris
100629-S11 with Meyer Lemon & Tea Leaves

Deep Forest Green Pouch:
100629-S16 with Citrus & Peach Rose
100629-S17 with Coconut Milk & Sandalwood
100629-S18 with Sea Minerals & Blue Iris
100629-S19 with Meyer Lemon & Tea Leaves

Sold in US only
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NEW

Moleskine® Passion Journal - Film & TV

Film & TV buffs can keep track of every episode and movie
they’ve ever watched and note all-time favorite actors,
scenes and quotes along the way.
100980-126 Grey
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NEW

Moleskine® Passion
Journal – Book

The perfect journal for any book
lover, designed to capture a personal
reading-history with space for
reflections and key information.
100978-487 Steel Blue

Moleskine® Coloring Kit Sketchbook and Watercolor
Pencils
Fill someone’s world with color and
encourage creativity to flourish with
the artists’ gift set. The kit includes a
high-quality 165 g/m² sketchbook and
12 watercolor pencils in vibrant colors,
carefully selected to inspire new
visions on paper.
100925-001 Black
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Organize and
Optimize the
Workday

40

MASTER THE
BUSINESS OF GIVING

Moleskine® Smart Writing Set
Ellipse - Ruled Paper
Watch ideas travel off the page and
evolve on screen with this premium writing
tool. The Moleskine Paper Tablet, Pen+
Ellipse smart pen and free companion app
seamlessly transfer handwritten notes
from page to device in real time.
100091-001 Black
100091-612 Scarlet Red
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Make Every
Workday Easier

NEW

NEW

Moleskine® Hard Cover
Large 12-Month Weekly 2022
Planner and GO Pen Gift Set

Moleskine® Soft Cover Large
12-Month Weekly 2022
Planner and GO Pen Gift Set

101137-001 Black

101139-001 Black

Stay organized in style with the Planner
& GO Pen set beautifully packaged in a 2-piece
Moleskine gift box.

NEW

Easton 3 Piece Desktop Organizer Set
An easy and elegant organization solution for any
busy workspace.

101110-001 Black • 101110-050 Light Grey • 101110-213 Cognac

CURATE
TREND
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The 2022 Planner & GO Pen Set has all the tools
they need to stay organized conveniently packaged
in a 2-piece Moleskine gift box.

NEW
NEW

Ellis Bluetooth® Headphones

Anker® Soundcore Life Tune
XR Bluetooth® Headphones

Everything they need to stream music,
podcasts and calls, anywhere at all.

The only thing they'll hear is music with active
noise cancelling headphones designed to block
90% of unwanted noise.

101127-001 Black • 101127-100 White

101103-001 Black

NEW

Anker® PowerConf
Bluetooth® Speakerphone
Finally, a portable speaker phone
to transform any space at home
or in the office into an instant
conference room!
101102-001 Black
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NEW

Courant Essentials Catch: 1
A simple, low-profile wireless charger
that saves space and stays put.
101085-019 Charcoal
101085-273 Natural

CURATE
TREND

NEW

Courant Essentials Catch: 2
Charge multiple devices from one
sleek spot with the 5-coil array
charger designed to keep clear
of dead-zones.
101086-019 Charcoal
101086-273 Natural

CURATE
TREND
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Wirelessly in Charge

NEW

Courant Essentials Catch: 3

For bedsides, home offices or entryways,
this charger/valet combo happily holds
and charges your most essential items
and devices.
101087-019 Charcoal
101087-273 Natural

CURATE
TREND
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NEW

CORKCICLE® Brantley
Backpack Cooler

A brand-new silhouette inspired by
an age-old classic, this cool and carry
backpack is built to streamline
daily essentials. 24 can capacity.
101067-001 Black
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NEW

CORKCICLE® Eola
Bucket Bag Cooler

A hands-free way to keep cool, this bucket
bag cooler is perfect for hiking, picnics,
music festivals and more. 12 can capacity.
101065-015 Black Camo

Igloo® Weekend Escape
Gourmet Cooler Tote
& Slowtide Blanket Gift Set

This gift set comes with everything to inspire an
afternoon in the park or catching a sunset at the
beach, including the Slowtide Camp Blanket,
Igloo Reactor Cinch Tote Cooler and an
abundance of gourmet goodies. 56 can capacity.
101007-987 High-Rise & Iron Gate

Also available without the
Slowtide Camp Blanket
101008-987 High-Rise & Iron Gate
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NEW

Osprey® Daylite® Carry-On
Wheeled Duffel 40
Carry-on’s a breeze with the lightweight
duffel that does double duty—wheel it
or deploy the backstraps to speed
through terminals. This bag is sustainably
made from bluesign® approved recycled
materials with a PFC-free DWR
treatment that sheds moisture.
100971-001 Black

Sold in US only
NAVIGATE
TREND

Samsonite Mobile Solution Deluxe
Carryall Computer Tote

This is the carryall they'll carry everywhere! Water
resistant and lightweight, this tote has a removable
padded laptop sleeve. The retractable SmartSleeve™
fits over upright luggage handles for easy mobility
on the go.
100453-001 Black
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Samsonite Executive
Computer Backpack

A stylish solution for the urban executive, this is just
the right bag to keep them organized and looking
sharp, no matter where the day takes them.
100012-001 Black

Travel
in Style
NEW

American Tourister® Zoom
Turbo 20" Spinner Carry-On
Stay speedy and get smart, with the
athletic-inspired carry-on designed to
keep them organized on the run.
100619-001 Black

NEW

American Tourister® Zoom Turbo
Spinner Underseat Carry-On
This organizational compact carry-on is designed
for the fast and efficient travel pro!
100618-001 Black
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GIFTS JUST RIGHT
FOR THE HOLIDAYS

Make the Holidays
a Little Bit Cozier
Thanks Snow Much Chocolate Drink Bomb

Drink bombs are taking the world by storm, and this one is no
exception. They’ll love our exclusive milk chocolate ball packed with
marshmallows and cocoa—just add hot milk and watch the magic.
Packaged in a reusable cotton gift bag.
101021-101 Natural
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LIMITED TIME ONLY
SEASONAL BUYS:
WHEN THEY’RE GONE,
THEY’RE GONE.
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NEW

Wine Down Igloo® Daytripper
Cooler - Spiced Wine

The Igloo® Daytripper Wine Tote Cooler is
filled with the makings of pure enjoyment.
Whether it's a cozy fire, music in the park or
a backyard gathering, just add wine, pour and
relax. Lush Wine Mix is a handcrafted mix that
creates a delicious simple syrup that easily
makes an amazing craft Sangria cocktail.
101109-086 Heather Grey
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Taza Comfort & Joy
Chocolate Set

Give a gift of comfort and joy this season.
Four chocolate Taza Mexicano Discs
are bursting with warm flavor, including
Guajillo Chili, Cacao Puro, Cinnamon
and Vanilla. Comes nestled in a reusable
cotton gift bag.
101023-101 Natural

NEW

Modern Sprout® Seed Ornament

Deck the halls with ornaments that transform into grow-kits
and sprout a little post-holiday joy!
100766-328 Spruce • 100766-336 Eucalyptus
100766-615 Poinsettia • 100766-653 Cosmos

Sold in US only
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So Many Sweet &
Savory Reasons to Give
Mood-Boosting Chocolate Gift Box

Amaze them with a variety of favorite treats in this
beautiful gift box. Features milk chocolate pretzels,
white frosted pretzels, dark chocolate covered
almonds, berry nut mix and chocolate almond toffee.
100382-750 Sparkling White & Gold

Sparkling Dark Chocolate Gift Box
Put a sparkle in their eye with this glimmering box
of goodness! A dark chocolate lover's dream, this
white and gold box opens to reveal almonds and
toffee, each covered in delicious dark chocolate.
100587-750 Sparkling White & Gold

Simply D-Lish Gourmet Tower

Designed to stand out from the rest, this selection
includes hazelnut filled cookies, oatcakes, brownie
cookies, sea salt caramels, berry nut mix, sweet
and tangy mustard with dipping pretzels and
smoked almonds.
101141-232 Natural Wood Pattern
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Capture Their Attention
Snacks for All Tower

Make a stunning entrance and leave a lasting
impression with this 19" tower of gourmet favorites!
This generous assortment includes chocolate
almond toffee, assorted truff les, salted caramel
almond cookies, sea salt caramels and 18 delicious
soft baked cookies.
100697-115 Silver Diamond Pattern

Celebrate the Season Gourmet
Sweets & Treats Tower

Share the joy this season with a 13" tower that comes
bearing delicious gifts for everyone on your list.
We’ve included chocolate truff les, caramel popcorn,
peanut crunch, berry nut mix, dark chocolate
covered almonds, chocolate hazelnut filled cookies
and white frosted pretzels.
88050 Red & Silver Pattern

Thank You Gift Of Treats Tower
This sophisticated 15" tower with geometric
pattern delivers a selection of both savory
and sweet gourmet snacks, including caramel
popcorn, white frosted pretzels and chocolate
covered almonds.
101170-069 Light Grey Moroccan Pattern
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SMART BUYS
Under $15 US / Under $20 CAD

Time for Some Great
Holiday Deals

56

Pop Star Mini Popper

A quick and easy way to snack!
The Pop Star Mini Popper is a cool little
silicone popcorn maker for single serve,
hot and fresh microwave popcorn every
time. No oil or butter needed. Fun and
practical, it’s a perfectly poppable gift.
100959-001 Black
100959-610 Red
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For Everyone on
Their List

NEW

Aviana™ Lunch Cooler

Enjoy lunch with a side of flair, with
quilted details, satin nickel accents, and
soft nylon fabric. 10 can capacity.
100878-001 Black
100878-410 Navy

NEW

Sami Lunch Cooler

Wipeable, durable and totally loveable,
this lunch cooler is made with 100%
recycled materials. 6 can capacity.
100881-282 Natural Flecks
100881-486 Denim Flecks

CO-UP
TREND

Under $15 US
Under $20 CAD

NEW

Sami Mini Tote Cooler

Subtle fleck detailing puts fashion
forward on this recycled laminated
tote cooler. 6 can capacity.
100882-282 Natural Flecks
100882-486 Denim Flecks

CO-UP
TREND
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RuMe® Recycled Pouch

Whether tossed in their tote, backpack, duffel
or purse, they'll appreciate how easy it is to stay
organized with this lightweight pouch. Made of
recycled materials, it has two zippered pockets
to keep every little thing in its place.
100537-001 Black • 100537-281 Burlap

CO-UP
TREND

NEW

NEW

Aviana™ Dallas To-Go Cup

Renegade Convertible
Zippered Pouch

Modern, minimalist and made to
move, this stainless to-go cup and
straw combo will keep them cool
and steady on the go.
101060-001 Black
101060-100 White
101060-681 Rose Gold

A zippered pouch designed to tuck
into bigger bags or to carry on its own
with an adjustable strap and breathable
grommet detailing.
100888-001 Black
100888-125 Tradewinds

NAVIGATE
TREND
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